Special Notice 12-SS-0003

Description: NOTICE OF INTENT TO AWARD A SOLE SOURCE

The Office of Naval Research (ONR) intends to expand the services under Contract Number W01QUZ-07-A-0001/EE03 to a single source under the authority of FAR 6.302-1(a)(2)(iii), Only One Responsible Source and No Other Supplies or Services will Satisfy Agency Requirements, on or about 31 December 2011 to Oracle America, Incorporated. The period of performance will be from the effective date of modification through 30 June 2012. The prospective contractor shall provide Oracle DB EE- Processor Perpetual support.

ONR intends to award this requirement as a sole source to Oracle America, Inc., since they are the developers and manufacturers of the software licenses.

The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) code for this requirement is 541712 with the size standard of $18M. This notice of intent is not a request for proposals or quotes; however, all responsible sources may submit a quotation and technical capabilities, which, if received within fifteen calendar days of publication of this notice, shall be considered by ONR. All responses must be submitted to the Government point of contact at the email address shown below. A determination by the Government not to open the requirement to competition based upon the responses to this notice is solely within the discretion of the Government.

Contracting Office Address:

Government Point of Contact: Ms. Kenesha Y. Hargrave, Phone Number: (703)696-5345, Email Address: kenesha.y.hargrave@navy.mil